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MARCO BERTOZZI

SILVIA COSTA

FEDERICA MARIA BIANCHI

ALESSANDRO SCIARRONI

Marco Bertozzi is part of that group of authors
who, in recent years, has contributed to the revival
of the Italian documentary, combining authorial
activity with a strong historical-theoretical interest.
He taught documentary cinema at the Centro
Sperimentale di Cinematografia, also at the Roma
3 University and at the École des Medias of the
UQAM University of Montreal and, currently, at
the IUAV University of Venice. Among his films,
Appunti romani (2004), Il senso degli altri (2007),
Predappio in luce (2008), Cinema skyscraper (2017).
His books include: The documentary idea (edited
by, 2003), History of the Italian documentary (2008),
Recycled cinema. Lost images, rediscovered visions
(2012), Documentary as art. Reuse, performance,
autobiography in the experience of contemporary
cinema (2018). He has curated exhibitions and
exhibitions on Italian cinema in France, Canada,
the United States, Italy and recently conducted
“Corto reale. The years of Italian documentary “,
a program for RAI Storia on the Italian documentary
of the 50-70s. He is the curator of Bibliofellini,
the three-volume international biography dedicated
to Federico Fellini and is part of the team,
with Studio Azzurro, who is planning the new
international museum dedicated to the director.

Italian director and performer from Treviso.
Since graduating in Visual Art and Theatre at the
Venice’s IUAV University in 2006, she has proposed
a visual and poetic theatre nourished by a deep
reflection on images. Alternating roles as writer,
director, interpreter and set designer, this protean
artist crosses different aesthetic fields in a personal
exploration of Theatre. She has created several
performances (La quiescenza del seme, A sangue
freddo, Alla Traccia, Midnight Snack), theatre works
(Figure, Stato di Grazia, Quello che di più grande
l’uomo ha realizzato sulla terra, Poil de Carotte),
installations and video works (Musica da Camera,
Tabula, Emotional Intelligence, Descrizione di un
quadro). Since 2012 she has created performances
and installations for kids. Her latest creation,
Nel Paese dell’inverno, inspired by Cesare Pavese’s
Dialoghi con Leucò, made its international premier
at Festivald’Automne à Paris in November 2018
and was produced by MC93 of Bobigny, le Festival
d’Automne à Paris, Le Quai – CDN Angers Pays
de la Loire, FOG Triennale Milan Performing Arts,
Festival delle Colline Torinesi / TPE Teatro Piemonte
Europa, Teatro Metastasio of Prato, LuganoInScena
at LAC (Lugano Theater and Culture) and Teatro
Stabile del Veneto.

Art historian of education (University of Geneva) I
have been working in this field for over twenty years.
Later I decided to focus my interest on contemporary
art, in particular production, and in 2012 I set up
Snaporazverein (CHE).
Snaporaz contains an essential Fellini’s root: it wants
to enhance the course of curiosity and imagination
and become a constructive accomplice of creations
and artistic actions, in particular performative.
The selected productions and co-productions flank
us with projects that bring experiences, paths that
look beyond the everyday not to escape but rather to
try to live with renewed and lucid observations.
Verein is the search for a meeting point between
the parties that each time must get back into the
discussion by creating virtuous dynamics for the
public.Snaporazverein strongly acknowledged the
centrality of the artist in the particularly fragile social,
cultural and economic fabric of our present.
The artist cannot and must not solve problems -this
is the task of politics, but the artist offers particular
observation points and new horizons, shakes us
by facing the urgencies and wounds of our time,
accompanying us along fragile and slippery emotional
ridges, researching and / or developing new forms
and languages poised

between tradition and
technology , shaped with skill and energy projected
into the future.

Alessandro Sciarroni is an Italian artist active in
the field of Performing Arts with several years of
experience in visual arts and theater research.
His work starts from a conceptual Duchamp-like
matrix using a theatrical framework and they are
featured in festivals, museums and unconventional
spaces, in whole Europe, South and North
America, Middle East and Asia. In his creations he
involves professionals from different disciplines
and uses some techniques and experiences from
dance, as well as circus or sports. His work tries
to uncover obsessions, fears and fragilities of
the act of performing, through the repetition of a
practice to the limits of the physical endurance of
the interpreters, looking at a different dimension
of time, and to an empathic relationship between
the audience and the performers. In 2019 he was
awarded the Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement
in Dance by the Venice Biennial.
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Film on Art selector

Film on Art selector

Film on Art selector

Film on Art selector

MILO ADAMI

KARIN ANDERSEN

ELENA BORDIGNON

VALERIA RAHO

Milo Adami (Rome, 1981) is a film maker, his
research moves between fiction, documentary and
video experimentation. To the artist’s practice he
alternates that of researcher and teacher at the
ISIA of Urbino and at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Bologna, in 2020 he published the book La forma
video for PostmediaBooks. Between cinema and
visual arts after digital.
Among his documentary films A Nord Est (2010),
Dan Perjovschi: Solo in Rome (2012), Mirabilia Urbis
(2019) with Giuseppe Cederna, Zavattini prize and
Green Movie Award 2019.

Her works in different mediums have been shown
internationally in venues like Haus der Kunst,
Munich; Galleria d’Arte Moderna, Bologna; Museo
Ca’ D’Oro and Ca’ Foscari Cultural Flow Zone,
Venezia; Galleria d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea,
San Marino; MUU Gallery, Helsinki; Marina Gisich
Gallery, St. Petersburg; Artists Space, New York
and she is represented by Traffic Gallery, Bergamo;
Guidi & Schoen, Genova and Cannaviello, Milan.
In 2005 she was awarded the Premio Maretti Art
Prize. Since 200 Karin has extended her artistic
research in the field of moving images. Her videoart
pieces have been selected for international
festivals, exhibitions, online screening events and
were included in several editions of the Italian
Videoart Yearbook of the Bologna University’s
Art Department. Stranger, her videoclip made in
collaboration with artist and musician Christian
Rainer, won festivals like Videofreccia (Molinella,
Italy) and Oblique (Pau, France). Karin has created
visuals and animations for performing art projects
(like Poligraf, directed by Massimiliano Briarava,
Bologna, 2009 and Angelus Novissimus, directed
by Alain Béhar, Montpellier, 2014). She has been
invited to lecture at many conferences and she
has published texts on art and science magazines.
Together with Roberto Marchesini she authored the
book Animal Appeal, uno studio sul teriomorfismo
(Hybris, 2003).

Elena Bordignon lives in Milan, where she moved
after graduating from DAMS. She began her
profession as an independent curator and journalist,
collaborating with numerous magazines including
Vogue Italia, L’UOMO Vogue, Flash Art, KLAT,
Essen Magazine. In 2010, the contemporary art
website ATPdiary.com opened, one of the most
popular digital realities in the panorama of Italian
digital magazines. Currently, as editorial director,
she coordinates the #ArtissimaLive project for the
Turin Artissima contemporary art fair.
In addition to editorial work, she also deals with
social media and follows the digital communication
of some Italian companies and foundations.

Valeria Raho is an art historian, independent curator
and cultural journalist based in Lecce.
Her research combines interest in visual culture and
the contemporary art scene with teaching and site
specific practices. Since 2017 she has founded and
curated PIA, a research and production space for
visual arts training that has hosted internationally
recognized artists and curators (www.piastudio.org).
In 2017 she was among the co-founders of toccenter, an international platform dedicated to timebased arts and moving images.
She has developed and curated residency and
training programs, video reviews and exhibitions
in public and private spaces. She works alongside
institutions, independent organizations and film
festivals.
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Film on Art selector

Special selection / Dance selector

Music video selector

RAFFAELLA RIVI

STEFANO TOMMASINI

MICHELE FAGGI

After studying the relationship between art and new
technologies, he devoted himself to audiovisual and
video art, specializing as a multimedia author of the
electronic scene. He creates video sets for shows,
video installations, short films, documentaries and
corporate storytelling. Lecturer at the Cà Foscari
University of Venice on the Video Storytelling
course, in the same university he follows research
projects on the evolution of video language,
technologies and corporate communication.
His feature film Più della vita is among the 15
documentaries selected to compete in the five of
David di Donatello 2020.

Stefano Tomassini is a researcher in the disciplines
of show business in IUAV (Ve) and writes about
dance for Artribune.

Michele Faggi born in 1968, begins to love the video
when he bought his first Super VHS as a teenager.
Journalist and Film Critic, he has been writing
cinema, video clips and new media since the early
nineties and has collaborated with numerous sector
magazines. At the beginning of 2000, he concluded
his long radio experience with L’impostore, one
of the first FM broadcasts to be broadcast also
via podcast. He has edited a volume dedicated to
Podcasts and online radios for RGB multimedia and
has developed the production of audio formats. In
2005 he founded Indie-eye.it, the online newspaper
of Cinema and Music “of which he is currently
content manager. Since 2009 he has been dealing
with audiovisual documentation, producing videos
of various kinds, including after shows, interviews
and extra content for home video products.
He regularly writes about cinema and video clips.
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A hole in the head

Elliott Erwitt, silence sounds good

In un futuro aprile

Janitou

by Piotr Subbotko

by Adriana Lopez Sanfeliu

by Francesco Costabile, Federico Savonitto

by Amine Hattou

An actor travels around the country with a theatre
troupe. After many years he returns to his home
village where his mother is dying and meets a kind
of his double there. His effort to find out who and
what that figure really is turns into a real obsession
and leads to a surprising finale.

Elliott Erwitt has spent his entire adult life taking
photographs, of presidents, popes and movie
stars, as well as regular people and their pets.
His work is iconic in world culture while his life
is largely unknown. Elliott Erwitt, Silence Sounds
Good is a quiet, intimate portrait of an artist at
work, who values companionship of all kinds above
idle conversation, through the eyes of his friend,
photographer Adriana Lopez Sanfeliu. Elliott’s life’s
work is a testament to the power of the image.

During the 1940s the young Pier Paolo Pasolini
lived in Casarsa, Friuli, in his mother’s country.
The history of that period is told by Nico Naldini,
poet and cousin of Pasolini. Pier Paolo’s life flows
through Nico’s voice, revealing two inevitably connected paths of life. Both, in those years, absorb the
aesthetic and erotic violence of an unknown world,
which reveals itself in its crude reality: a universe
that will influence all of Pasolini’s subsequent work.

A Bollywood film became an unexpected sensation
all over Algeria in the 80s. Following the nostalgia of
this love story, Janitou explores what love means in
today’s Algerian society and explores the emotional
identity of a traumatized generation.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
		
		
		
		

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
		
		
		

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
		
		
		
		
		

Nation		
Germany
Year		
2019
Running time
—
Production
Thomas Kaske, Boualem Ziani
		
Amine Hattou supported by 		
		
International Media Support
		
from Rasmus Steen Institut
		
Francais Algerie Friedrich 		
		Ebert Stiftung

20

Poland
2018
1:33:00
Argomedia, Lambros Ziotas 		
Wajda Studio, Wojciech
Marczewski D 35, Marcin 		
Kryjom Studio Filmowe
Wrocław, Witold Chomiński

France, Spain
2019
1:02:00
Camera Lucida Productions
& Adriana Lopez Sanfeliu with
the partecipation of ARTE 		
France-La Lucarne - Movistar

Italy
2019
1:18:00
Remigio Guadagnini e Augusta
Eniti for Altreforme in associaton
with Centro Studi Pier Paolo 		
Pasolini, Cinemazero, Archivio
Audiovisivo del Movimento
Operaio e Democratico, Kublai
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Toulouse-Lautrec, racing through life

When you listen

by Gregory Monro

by Sergi Cameron

He is the most famous poster artist, virtuoso of line
and movement. Prolific drauwer and painter, Henri
de Toulouse-Lautrec produced before his tragic
death at 36 years no less than 737 paintings, 275
watercolors, 369 lithographs and posters and more
than 4,700 drawings. Endowed with an overflowing
energy, surpassing his handicap, it was in cabarets,
theaters, living places and with his loved ones that
he found his inspiration, breaking with the tradition
of middle-class painting. Ahead of its time, he
reinvents painting, the art of the poster and opens
the way to modern advertising.

Multidisciplinary Catalan flamenco singer Francisco
Contreras Molinas, known by the artistic name of
Niño de Elche, sets off to Bolivia aiming to discover
the origins of music and reach the very core of the
art creation process. Along this existential quest
in the depths of the Latin American soul, full of
extraordinary acquaintances and experiences, he
will reacquaint himself with his innermost feelings,
reshaping his relationship with music, with his
family, with life as a whole. A self-awareness journey
embarking for he final liberating destination:
the child hidden inside us all.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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France
2020
1:01:19
Emmanuelle Dugne

FEATURE FILMS ON ART

Bolivia
2019
1:33:00
Nanouk Films, La cara A, Imago
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Caravaggio era un maiale

Concrete forms of resistance

I, Tony

Mythologies

by Giacomo Bolzani

by Nick Jordan

b Argyro Nicolaou, Margaux Fitoussi

by Agathe Pichard

With artist studies behind him and an almost
advertising career, Pasquale Martini has lived
and worked for over twenty years as a pig farmer.
Because humans get fed up, he says.
While animals keep creativity alive. It is in symbiosis
with their rhythms that it finds the right balance to
vent its artistic sensitivity: a visionary and surreal
path, a work capable of rewriting the boundaries
between man and instinct, grunt and word.

Filmed in Tripoli, Lebanon, Concrete Forms of
Resistance is a documentary centred upon the city’s
abandoned ‘Permanent International Fair’, designed
by Brazilian architect Oscar Niemeyer in the mid1960s. The film presents themes of progress and
crisis, labour and capital, material and memory,
contrasting the utopian vision of the original plans
with the stark realities of sectarian divisions, regional
conflicts and rising economic inequalities.

Tony Moussoulides, once a sought-after fashion
photographer in Swinging Sixties London, is now
85-years-old and back home in Cyprus, where he
dreams of creating a Hollywood-style movie based
on his career. To do this, he asks for the help of
two female filmmakers, who let Tony reenact—and
direct—scenes from his life, including a photo
shoot with Andy Warhol and a meeting with John
Huston. As Tony’s artistic vision for the film clashes
with that of its directors, a seemingly normal artist
biopic becomes a study of the human desire to be
remembered.

At the heart of his studio and turned towards the sun
Smith lets his intimate and philosophical universe
emerge. His work hovers between photographic
portraits, evanescent and spectral, and fictional
projects for the stage in search of our cosmic origins, our essence.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Cyprus
Year		
2020
Running time
18:11
Production
Argyro Nicolaou, Minos Papas,
		
Jake Alden Falconer, Margaux
		Fitoussi

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Italy
2019
23:00
Giacomo Bolzani

United Kingdom
2019
27:05
Nick Jordan

France
2020
6:34
—
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Peter Daler

Still untitled / encore sans titre

The Sasha

by Davide Rapp

by Geneviève Sauvé

by María Molina Peiró

The German architect Axel Müller-Schöll (1960)
loves to draw by hand. A passion born at the
beginning of the 80’s as an architecture student
in Stuttgart, fed by the lectures of Adolfo Natalini
in Florence and carried forward in the daily work
as a designer and teacher. Two large safe cases
guard more than 70 sketchbooks accumulated in
almost 40 years of work: personal and professional
memories emerge from the drawings in a passionate
stream of consciousness.

Lying down on her bed, she receives a text message
from a man she likes. He asks for a picture of her.
Dissatisfied with the clichés she took, she starts a
game where she takes herself for the famous Cindy
Sherman, in four photographs from her Untitled Film
Stills serie.

In 1972 the astronaut Charles Duke landed on the
Moon on the Apollo XVI. He was in charge of taking
photos of the lunar surface with a high-resolution
camera. Questioning the veracity of photographic
documentation through its narrative The Sasha is
an inquiry about the human perspective on Earth
and our constant struggle with our temporal and
spatial limitations. From the exploration of space to
cyberspace, from an analogue Moon in 1972 to a
virtual Moon in Google Earth today. A story about
parallel universes where eternity seems to be lost
between frames and interfaces.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Italy
2019
19:43
Davide Rapp

France
2019
14:43
Geneviève Sauvé

Netherlands
2020
20:00
María Molina Peiró

SHORT FILM ON ART

Under the skin – in conversation
with Anish Kapoor
by Martina Margaux Cozzi
Under the Skin – In conversation with Anish Kapoor
is an experimental art film that presents in an
unconventional and emotional way the creative
universe of one of the most iconic artists of
our century. Anish Kapoor returns to the emblematic
city of Rome for a timeless conversation about art,
presenting an astonishing exhibition of his latest
work: intimate, shocking and dialectic between
terror and sublime. The narration investigates,
confronts and explores the conditions of matter,
the dynamics of perception and the power of ritual
throughout art. A vertiginous quest into existence.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Italy
2019
22:40
Petite Maison Production
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Who are you Pierrick Sorin?
by Amaury Voslion
In a hotel, sometimes human, sometimes strange
animal, Pierrick Sorin draws and recounts his
‘stories in a box’, Lilliputian and unreal.
This video artist puts himself on stage in the form
of a hologram and, like a demiurge, creates comical
little sketches presented in enchanting optical
theatres.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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France
2019
8:28
Amaury Mulliez
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A shelter perspective

Ben

Blue

Canis Major

by Claire Lance

by Teresa Sala, Ilaria Vergani Bassi, Gabriel
Beddoes, Mattia Parisotto

by Francesco Thérèse

by Charli Brissey

If the Iliad and the Odyssey were the result of 700
years of oral narrative, Blue can be considered the
result of the oral narrative of the last 60 years of the
human epic in the Cosmos, from the first Earth orbit
to today. Through dialogues that really took place
between astronauts and the Command Center, Blue
is the meeting point between the daily life of our life
on Earth and the exceptional nature of that in the
Cosmos.

An artist suffering from server writers block relies
on the friendship of their dog in this multi-genre
sci-fi short. Based on many true stories, this videoanimation hybrid ruminates the relationship between
dancing and earthly survival at the “end of the
world”.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

A Shelter Perspective precisely describes a threeday cycle of the life of human mind. We experience
a liminal topography with a man lost in several levels
of reality. Associations, allusions, memories and
imagination drive the narration and define a world
of gaze.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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France
2020
20:00
Claire Lance Studio

Ben opens his eyes in the humid morning of a
midseason. To welcome him, still lit, the lights of
the city, its traffic lights, the murky river. White as
an empty sheet, Ben does not know the codes of
language, much less those of the body.
His awakening trudges through the puddles of
water and the flight of seagulls, in a new world that
surprises him. Overwhelmed with moving images
– human gestures and mechanical motions in the
urban chaos – pulled like a pawn by a sharp tram,
Ben tries to assimilate and imitate what he sees.
And in this almost synchronicity, in this carrying and
wandering, he stumbles into a creature similar to
him: a counterweight with which to talk, a friendly
body that soothes his gaze. So Ben is now free to
dance life in the fog.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Italy
2019
8:22
COORPI

Italy
2019
14:37
Francesco Thérèse

United States
2019
10:00
—
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Fullfillment/Marketplace

Haiku

Inbetweenness

Murmur

by Christopher Thompson

by Martin Gerigk

by Mona Kasra

by Jan Locus, Stijn Demeulenaere

A company returns to the site of its birth in search of
actualization, an alchemist fulfills an order request sent
from the future, and the invisible hand of the market
manifests to guide its children towards the divine.

Haiku | 俳句 is a symphonic audiovisual project for two
Japanese performers, alternating percussion groups,
soundscapes and rhythmicized video sequences.
The film is an experimental approach to pay tribute
to the beauty of Japan and the extraordinary art of
Japanese haiku poetry of 15th to early 20th century.
Following the typical structure of a traditional Japanese
haiku the film contains 17 specific events divided in
three parts of 5, 7 and again 5 units. All these events
are built and derived from original Japanese haiku,
contemporary text sequences, sound patterns or pure
music sections. In their entirety they create a kind of
abstract and virtual “hyper-haiku” including a typical
“seasonal” and “cutting word” called kigo and kireji.
Contrary to expectations, traditional haiku usually
imply no personal views or emotional reflections in
the first instance. They rather describe different frozen
moments in juxtaposition, intended leaps of thoughts
and images, crystallized and distilled to be perceived
just like they are. So, the speech, images and music
of Haiku | 俳句 are intentionally kept in suspense like
in common haiku poetry. They wait for an audience to
come to life eventually. An audience that is willing to
get involved in discovering the hidden superordinate
haiku within combined chains of intertwined poetic
visual and auditive associations, patterns and layers.
Just by this interaction the haiku finally gets complete
and reaches a state of emotionality. And at best,
something new and touching emerges for each
individual viewer.

Inbetweenness is an experimental short. It alludes
to the ambiguities of deterritorialization and of hybrid
cultural identity. It navigates a destabilizing state of
diasporic existence by reimagining and experiencing
childhood home through digital mapping tools.
Searching for traces of the past within satellite
imagery, aerial photography, and 360 photography,
Kasra yearns for a sense of belonging to her
homeland.

Brussels was built on a swamp, today there is
only one tiny part of Brussels that is still officially
a swamp. Although continually threatened by
development the area stayed intact largely due to
being ensnared between two railroad tracks.
As the morning light slowly rises, so does the dawn
chorus. The city drone permeates the sound of
the swamp, and a strange mix enfolds between
the sound of an awakening nature and a human
presence. Urban drone and bird song merge to an
unfamiliar murmur.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Greece, United States
2020
13:13
—

Germany, Japan
2020
17:17
Martin Gerigk

United States
2020
5:30
—

Belgium
2019
10:21
—
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Postdigital flipbook

Song of clouds

The orphan’s gift

Undark

by Pablo-Martín Córdoba

by Ankit Poudel

by Dan Robert Lahiani

by Jeremy Bolen

An algorithm explores the web by indexing images
showing faces. These, which account for millions,
are classified by proximity of facial features using
a neural network. Displayed one after another,
found images produce an animation that evolves
throughout the frame: anonymous people merge
with old and contemporary celebrities along
surprising transitions, and a meta-face seems to
emerge in a new heterogeneous and disruptive
space, which continues self-generating.
The visual component of big data is thus transposed
in a playful way in the form of an image-by-image
animation, mirroring the cinematographic device at
its origins.

A haunting visual fever dream. Simultaneously, a
meditation on the afterlife; the journey to the otherworld and what gets left behind among the living;
and the pain and yearning of return.

The film confronts the structure of French language
with the discovery of Israeli architect Dan Eytan’s
brutal tower in Jerusalem: Migdal Ha-ïr.
The traumatic journey of a child during the Algerian
War will make both entities transcend to a sacred
level, through body movements, words, and
introspective testimonies.

Between 1922 and 1936, the Radium Dial Company
& U.S. Radium Corporation hired thousands of
young women in Ottawa, Illinois to paint the faces of
watches, clocks and other instrument dials using a
new glow-in-the-dark radioluminescent paint made
of phosophorus and radium. The name of the paint
was “Undark“.
Today Ottawa is a sea of National Priority List toxic
sites, all in various states of remediation, all still
contaminated. Undark includes footage of the Fox
River filmed from National Priority List Site 7 in
Ottawa; a collection of clocks that were painted
with “undark” paint at the radium dial company;
and various sections of cement, tile and brick
from the radium dial company that were found on
the banks of the fox river. Seeking to reignite and
understand these artifacts they are ignited by large
bursts of light, to help recreate the lost glow and
forgotten, unresolved energy that still emanates
from these materials.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Nepal
Year		
2020
Running time
14:59
Production
Sajina GC, Anil Poudel, Ankit 		
		
Poudel with the support of 		
		
Nawa Nidhi Dahal, Nigam
		
Bhandari, Samarth Bikram 		
		Thapa

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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France
2019
4:30
—

France, Israel
2019
27:50
Dan Robert Lahiani

United States
2020
3:31
Jeremy Bolen
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Vertiges

We always need heroes

Words words words are decorative sounds

by Nathalie Rossetti

by Rosie Heinrich

by Giovanni Giaretta

Giovanni Pascoli’s “The Vertigine” poem inspires a
correspondence between a poet and a filmmaker:
in their dream the poem mixes the fantasies of
Alfred Hitchcock with theirs.

The manifold aspects of the current crisis force us to
reconsider our lives, reformulating previous beliefs
in the wake of a changed reality. Rosie Heinrich’s
multidisciplinary project We always need heroes
(2020) explores such a myriad turn of perspectives.
Listening to witnesses of Iceland’s financial crash of
2008, the impossibility to bring order to experience
‘outside narrative’ is unveiled. The unknown must
be embraced, since dominant narratives have
been debunked. An alternative language must be
invented. ‘We always need heroes’ speculates on
finding articulations for the crisis itself and the future
directions we might take.

The video investigates the complex relationship
between language and cultural identity in our
contemporary times. Instead of considering
languages as simple communication tools, here
they become viruses able to contaminate each other
shaping new identities and geographies.
The starting point of the video is a fragmented
narration of an anecdotic story: an intimate
adolescent memory of learning English.
This memory is playfully filtered through references
to the mainstream visual culture of the late 80s and
90s. The video work describes the process of
shaping new forms of the self through the use
of language. Words, memories and images
merge with artificial landscapes, created and filmed
in a marine engineering studio, and flow in vague
yet coherent sequences that feel as natural and
unsettling as a dream.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Belgium
2019
7:00
Turi Finocchiaro

Netherlands
2020
46:15
Rosie Heinrich

ART FILMS

Italy, Netherlands
2020
8:00
—
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A monologue in the intermission

Alterations / Ko Murobushi

Burden halved

Darkness

by Peter Vulchev

by Basile Doganis

by Kitty McNamee

by Sergio Racanati

A Monologue in the Intermission is a documentary
movie, which depicts the portrait of the Bulgarian
prima ballerina Vessa Tonova. The movie was
filmed only for six hours during the play “Swan
Lake” in Sofia Opera and Ballet in 2014. In her
lonely dressing room, immersed in memories and
thoughts Vessa talks about herself. In these very
intimate moments, when she shares her live, the
time has stopped. Her confession is filmed in the
small dressing room during the intermission and
between scenes, where she doesn’t play in. During
this short lapse of time, she makes the most sincere
confession for her life.

A film which is in itself a form of dance – rather than
a film about dance.
An encounter between film and dance – rather than
a film about a dancer.
An experimental documentary exploring over 10
years both the visible dimension of Kō Murobushi’s
dance and the invisible dimension of the artist’s
interiority with the means of cinema.

Four dancers, alone and each bearing their own
unique burdens, find comfort when their isolated
experiences converge in a lush, emotionally fulfilling
exchange. The film is scored by FLEA with wearable
sculptures created by internationally acclaimed
artist Lara Schnitger. The first half of the film
exists outside – we see each solitary dancer (first
Reshma, then Raymond, Derek and Zak) moving
in the same urban environment. Zak, on the verge
of collapse, runs through a deserted street leading
us to Reshma, now sequestered in a vacant space,
confined to a small cell of light. The dancers remain
isolated until Zak and Reshma come together in a
brief moment of intimacy as the burden, embodied
by Lara Schnitger’s raw sculptural backpack,
is exchanged. As the burden is shared, halved,
removed, the dancers each in their individual cells of
light experience a moment of lush release, separate
yet together. We reluctantly leave as we began with
the solitary image of Reshma yearning to connect
again.

Sergio Racanati’s Darkness film investigates our
ecological hypotheses in a provocative and deeply
involving way trying to develop a new vocabulary
for the coding of “environmentalism” using the
maximum drift of capitalism to trace and highlight
the new possible variations of a discourse on
ecology. The filmic structure is the staging of a
process of construction and de-construction of the
collective and shared imagination of contemporary
apocalypses in which the artist Sergio Racanati
alternates the clothes of the ethnographer, political
activist, shaman, but without never wear those of
Cassandra who watches the events from above,
bringing the apocalypse back to its literal meaning:
revelation of meaning.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Bulgaria
2018
24:44
Peter Vulchev, Nevelin Vulchev

France
2019
49:00
Macalube Films & Elzévir Films

United States
2018
8:23
The Yellow Room

Italy
2019
28:10
Capta with Cucco Cristian
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Intertidal. Barene.

Não é normal

Umbrella dance for Hong Kong

by Collettivo Confluenze

by João Villas

by Wong King Fai

The lagoon of Venice is a very dynamic ecosystem
that has to deal with a continuous challenge to
survive. An intertidal zone is a permanent spot in a
landscape that is being eroded. The salt marshes
and Venetian intertidal areas are connecting
elements of the territory, which highlight the result
of the secular changes of the lagoon morphology.
A salt marsh is a thin island, subject to its
autochthonous identity as to its adaptive reality.
The islands are autonomous and self-referential,
governed by their own laws, but an island is also
a neutral and protected space. Detached from the
world, it acts like a cell or, paradoxically, like a static
raft. The dancing body explores the liminal zones,
shifting the focus on its delicate realities that might
still be conserved. Intertidal. Barene searches for
a de-anthropocentric dialogue where the body
is embedded into a horizontal connection to the
environment. The music becomes a multi-layered
language that explores and evokes this reality and
perceived condition. High pitched instruments’
voices merge with the rich natural soundscape,
creating a vitreous and fragile sonic sculpture that
fluctuates on a quicksand ground.
The musical composition enhances all the details of
the dynamic intertidal landscape as well as extends
the choreographic language.

This is an open narrative film about the return of
Dona Alice, blind, at the age of 93 – for the first
(and almost certainly the last) time in her life – to
Portugal, 85 years after her migration to Brazil.

The Dance Film is mainly responded to Hong Kong
Water Revolution in 2019. The Hong Kong awardwinning screenwriter and director Wong King Fai
co-operated with the local top modern dancer
and choreographer MUI Cheuk Yin to develop
new film language by mixing the dance film with
documentary. They were thinking how to develop
the new aesthetics of Hong Kong in the times and
how to show the courage of Hong Kong people to
the world. The story is concerning the revolution
history from Hong Kong was took over by Mainland
China in 1997, The Umbrella Revolution in 2014,
to the Water Revolution nowadays. The structure of
the film is consist of three parts. In the first part,
Mui discovered the umbrella, which was the symbol
of HongKonger’s identity. In the second part, we
could see Mui dancing with umbrella surrounded by
evil power. And she was defeated by the unequal
force. In the third part, Mui waked up to fight for
freedom with her umbrella. Even though the evil
force is full-gear and well equipped, Mui was not
afraid. She was not sure whether the success would
be come. But she never give up. She is brave.
And the story of fighting for freedom is going on…

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
United Kingdom
Year		
2019
Running time
19:30
Production
Lucas Morenos Neves, Felipe
		
Moreno Neves, Camila Villas, 		
		Daniel Giffoni

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Italy
2019
14:50
—
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Hong Kong
2019
15:00
—
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37,5+ (Trentasette emmezzo più)

Aidan

Audition for a new family

Blitz

by Guido Balzani, Andrea Ceresa, Martina Sara
D’Alessio

by Will Klein

by Carolina Cappelli

by Andrea D’Arsiè

Aidan is a character piece centering around Aidan
Piper, a streetwise 21-year-old photographer from
Chicago’s north side whose work and compulsions
drive him to accumulate found objects, and
rearrange the contents of abandoned buildings for
his compositions. The film offers a glimpse of his
personal life and creative process, and addresses
themes of mental illness, self-doubt, and the
struggle of artistic expression.

The film Audition for a New Family was born from
the personal need to establish a dialogue between
two nuclei family members who, at different times,
lived in the same house. Starting from private home
movies shot by his father inside his childhood home,
the director asks the new tenants to try to implement
a re-enactment of the films, in order to deconstruct
and rebuild the domestic memory of those who
lived before them. At the same time we try to
demonstrate the presence of the two families within
the country, investigating the memory collective of
the inhabitants of the village.

The video is a fourth body generated by a device for
three performers, to whom the camera participates.
Choreographic technology searches for affection
for an alternative way of seeing to the narrative
paradigm of gaze control. A body A moves a
microphone into space, B escapes from the camera
frame C and looks for A’s microphone repeating
the same phrase: “It would be criminal and stupid
put fireflies under a spotlight thinking they can see
them better “, Georges Didi-Huberman, in “Come le
Lucciole”.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

The short film summarizes in six minutes an Italian
look to the quarantine, through a sarcastic
and allegorical editing, which resemantizes and
highlights the absurdities of the mass-media
meatloaf, we ate until indigestion during the
pandemic’s peak. Music punctuates war, bucolic
and always paradoxical scenarios, while images
overflow frames and become intrusive, like
those friends who ask you to stay a few more days.
Without respecting a stiff narrative line, inside the
film have slipped faces and situations we learned to
know during the months of lockdown, becoming the
new normality of a period as short, as it is significant
for world history.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Italy
2020
6:00
—

United States
2018
7:39
—

Italy
2020
13:32
—

Italy
2020
11:52
—
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Demiurgós

Dialogue at lido

Giardin*

Ossi

by Brando V. Gallo

by Anja Dimitrijevic

by Maria Crestani, Filippo Maria Disperati,
Michela Seren

by Mattia Parisotto

What is the origin of the idea? It is perhaps the result
of a series of random and unrandom connections
that we generate through our imagination and
sensitivity or something pre-existing in the ether that
we welcome when we are most ready to accept it
within us? Like any other relationship, from which
the parts that compose it change permanently,
so the idea and its creator live symbiotically in a
relationship of continuous self-generation.
All this happens in the silence of our life, beyond the
visible world, yet it exists, it is real.

Hilary Harris made a short film entitled Nine
Variations on a Dance Theme in 1967. The film
represents an extraordinary work that develops
from the recording of a dance sequence to an
experimental film object. The sequence is repeated
nine times, each time with a new perspective and
montage of the same movement sequence.
Starting from this unique montage, Dialogue at
Lido aims to establish a theoretical, filmic and
choreographic relationship. It highlights the place
where it is located. The surrounding space of the
beach becomes elastic, while the soundscape
outlines the acoustic details of the place itself.
The variation of the movement takes the form of a
spiral, which rises and falls, returns and advances
over time. The editing instrumentalises the dance
and creates a specific film object that at the
same time remains open in an infinite number of
variations.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Italy
2020
2:23
—

Italy
2020
9:48
—

In order to facilitate the pollination process, Ophrys
Apifera has made its flower indistinguishable from
the abdomen of some hymenoptera species.
This seductive orchid, blind by nature, retains in
its formal expression the only portrait of a now
extinct insect. To whom may look carefully, gardens
can say a lot about the same human beings that
have the power over them.Originally thought of as
heaven on earth, gardens are places that define the
submission of all natural things to human laws.
Our green spaces have well-cut grass, freshly
planted flowers and irrigated soil, meanwhile beyond
the hedge, nature returns to its own dimension
and time. The documentary explores a garden that
transforms itself into a visual stage of comparison
between two polarities considered in contrast: one
familiar, the other unknown. Man and Nature.
Order and Disorder. Entropy and Negentropy.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
		

Italy
2020
6:44
Maria Crestani, Filippo Maria 		
Disperati, Michela Seren

At the southern tip of the Venetian Lagoon there
are rivers which become narrow and fill the
rivers channels of water and fish. Beyond the
embankment, the fields and the country: rarefied
horizons stolen from the marsh, in which voices and
debris speak the memory of a place in the making.
The moon is a beacon, on provincial nights, where
the festival goes out and man passes.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Italy
2020
15:30
Harbuz f. production
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Pharmakon

Supplica a mia madre

The frame

Time frame

by Lorenzo Bussi, Gloria Filippini, Maria Chiara
Ziosi

by Francesco Fazzi, Vito Ancona

by Mert Sata, Berk Sata

by Daniele Muzzi

Supplica a mia madre, title extrapolated from a
composition by Pier Paolo Pasolini in which the
poet expresses the conflictuality of the devotional
relationship with his mother, is a request for
separation, but also for forgiveness.
It is provocation, but also an act of love.
The tension between eroticism and sacredness
creates a generative ambiguity: micro action tries
to unhinge a family hierarchy inserted in a capitalist
system that undermines the constitution of new
relational and affective structures.

In a museum of modern art, the guardian (20-21)
accidentally hangs a painting in reverse.
The film is seen from the frame of the same, inside
and we never see the true image of the picture.
People who visit the art museum do not realize
that the work is upside down and make comments
according to their perception of art. The caretaker
understands her mistake at the end of the day and
adds to the painting. But all those who passed
during the day determined for themselves the artistic
value of that frame.

The flocks that circulate in the sky are undoubtedly
a sight for the eyes, but our eyes are limited to a
single mode of vision: the physical time that flows,
instant after instant, our eyes perceive only the fine
line of the present, leaving instant after instant in the
past. In the “time — frame” video the bird dance is
represented, multiplying a single instant hundreds
of times, making time leave a trace. The birds thus
draw their own trajectory in the sky, giving us the
opportunity to appreciate them better.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Turkey
Year		
2020
Running time
7:31
Production
Yunus Emre Tolan, Mert Sata,
		Berk Sata

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

The state of exception derived from the current
pandemic has imposed upon us a forced lethargy,
showing the pre-existing illness affecting the
contemporary society. The rules applied in the
name of public health and safety have led to a
greater control and forms of violence on the global
population. The present condition, which was
thought to be the only viable cure, has proved to be
just another poison capable of making richer those
in a position of power: a Pharmakon with drastic
effects.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Italy
2020
7:41
—

Italy
2020
3:53
—

Italy
2020
5:43
—
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Blue suits you

Ci libereremo

Gefror’ne tränen

Mono no aware 物の哀れ

by Christian Rainer

by Francesco Cabras

by Pop X

by Marco Molinelli

My love is fine with you, it looks as good as blue
suits you. “ This is the verse of the song’s refrain.
Two people with the illusion of seeing themselves
everywhere, even if in two different countries.
The memory of the moments spent together and
the detail of a blue clothing accessory that has
always found particularly suitable remains.
After a period lived away from each other and in
solitude (practicing almost the same gestures in
everyday life) and having chased the ghosts with
their (imagined) appearance, they decided to really
meet, one evening, in a street in Paris.

The idea of the video is based on the immediate
interpretation of what the meaning of the song
appeared to me, that is the imminent and liberating
abandonment of the shackles that immobilize us,
of whatever species they are. The plastic and vital
representation of this concept could be identified
well with a child-almost boy who emerges suddenly
from a sort of black volcanic sand burial, and taking
a direction that points towards the horizon.
The release of liberation and rebellion is told, on the
contrary, in a protracted slow motion re-proposed
from various angles of view.
The slightly Freudian key is not casual since the
interpreter of the video is the son of the artist
Hipericum himself; involuntary young actor but with
clear ideas and admirable patience. The reference
imagery looks a little between The Lord of the Flies
and Zabriskie Point.

Audiovisual reinterpretation of Gefror’ne Tränen,
Lieder of Schubert, part of the Winterreise.

The flocks that circulate in the sky are undoubtedly
a sight for the eyes, but our eyes are limited to a
single mode of vision: the physical time that flows,
instant after instant, our eyes perceive only the fine
line of the present, leaving instant after instant in the
past. In the “time — frame” video the bird dance is
represented, multiplying a single instant hundreds
of times, making time leave a trace. The birds thus
draw their own trajectory in the sky, giving us the
opportunity to appreciate them better.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
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Italy
2020
2:43
—

Italy
2018
2:32
Hiperico, Ganga

Italy
2020
2:27
—

Italy
2019
6:33
C’mon Tigre
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Part twelve

Shadow of a gun

Smile with teeth – husbandry

Venice is on the water

by Taisia Deeva

by Acquasintetica - Gianvito Cofano, Alberto
Mocellin

by Jaime Puerta

by Paolo Pandin

The exigence of a large city can reveal the worst
side of people.

As Brodsky said “the eye is never seen, except
in a mirror”, water is a large distorted mirror, and
Venice is on the water. Venice is the perfect city
for the composition and decomposition of cultures,
environments, ideas, structures. Here new realities,
meanings and images emerge. A continuous
process in movement and in progress, however
repetitive, never the same. It is not futurism, it is not
surrealism, it is not conceptualism, but something
else, still undefined. I saw in the mirror-water of
Venice my eyes and their incessant blinking.
Each time they opened, they captured the details,
which they imprinted, repeated and overlapped.
Every time they closed, the images came to life,
finally freed from reality, and writhed in fantastic
forms, emergencies and hallucinations, in which,
however, I always recognized Venice. Maybe it’s
already an unreal city, it will be that sometimes
water brings out new realities.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
Music 		
		

We are witnessing the life of a patriarchic and
totalitarian community living in an isolated place
after the death of the oldest man – their leader.
While all the male members are allowed to leave the
place and build a new life, female members have
to commit a collective suicide in order to join their
leader journey in the afterlife.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production
Music		
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Germany
2019
5:34
Karina Tateosyan
Paul Kalkbrenner

A Cowboy rides, his memories tell him of his male
nature, a lysergic journey simplifies it.

Nation		
Year		
Running time
Production

Italy
2020
3:00
Inude

United States
2019
4:49
Jaime Puerta

Italy
2020
3:38
—
Andreij Rublev (Andrea Gava) 		
01 Yes Body 1
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Acquisition and broadcast of the documentary
on the satellite channel

GRAND PRIX ASOLO FILM FESTIVAL

FEATURE FILM ON ART

SHORT FILM ON ART

SKY ARTE PRIZE

When you listen / Somos todos ninos

In un futuro aprile

Caravaggio era un maiale

In un futuro aprile

When you listen / somos todos ninos by Sergi
Cameron is a film that looks like an act of love
towards the numerous human beings that the
protagonist encounters along his way and that he
does not observe with a judging or exoticizing gaze.
It’s an exploratory, performative film, capable of
welcoming and caring. Sergi Cameron manages
to hold together, through an original dramaturgy,
important reflections on rituality and creation.

A subdued journey to discover the young Pasolini,
through archival images, original shots in today’s
Friuli and a long interview with the poet Nico Naldini.
The result is a re-enactment full of suggestions,
visual and auditory, as sorrowful as the voice of
Pasolini himself, full of poetic evocations and
anamnesis lost between the tragedies of war and
the beauty of bodies in the ecstasy of youth.

Giacomo Bolzani gives us a beautiful portrait
of Pasquale Martini, artist and pig farmer.
Driving our gaze through an intelligent and refined
editing, he creates a visual and sound continuum
between the images of the man’s everyday life and
those of the photographs and video performances
that the artist has created between the nineties
and 2000s inside the farms in which he worked.
The controversial relationship of the man with the
animals, the words full of meaning and tenderness
of the artist together with the overflowing energy of
his performative actions have the ability to guide us
step by step towards the mystery and the charm of
the creative act.

In un futuro aprile luckily is not yet another film on
Pier Paolo Pasolini but it tells in an enlightening way
the territory, the affections and the language that
formed one of the most important intellectuals of
the 20th century. A beautiful journey through the
unquenchable links between life, memory and word.

by Sergi Cameron
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by Francesco Costabile, Federico Savonitto

by Giacomo Bolzani

by Francesco Costabile, Federico Savonitto
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Mention awarded by
IUAV Teatro e Arti performative

Mention awarded by
OperaEstate
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Song of clouds

Blue

Altérations/Kō Murobuschi

Umbrella dance for Hong Kong

Family photos, faces, body details, small simple
actions, a voice that calls “mom, grandma, son
”compose a silent and concise narrative, which
reveals only the essentials of a place far from us,
but whose relationships remain universal.
Refinement and compositional balance pass through
this meditative and nostalgic film. The sound is also
relevant, whose amplification works empathically as
a magnifying glass on emotions.

For the courage and ability to combine different
narrative layers suspended between reality
and fiction: between the everyday life and its
conventions and a new and possible dimension
of a surprising and ironic “beyond”.

Altérations/Kō Murobuschi by Basile Doganis is one
of the most intelligent and well-made art films on
Japanese contemporary dance: it documents the
life and performance of an unforgettable master
of butoh dance, with a great understanding of his
poetics. It is certainly a difficult and complex film
to receive, just like the life it testifies and the dance
it documents. The structure and the choices of the
rhythm (slow, even extremely slow) are in strong
contrast with the performative style of Murobuschi:
the short texts that lay out the vision are returned
with an elegance and a sobriety that strikes and
startles. The experience documented here is that of
a movement of the body in the after-life, through the
emblematic figure of the mummy, and of constant
dialogue throughout life with the founding master of
butoh, Tatsumi Hijikata.

Não é normal

by Ankit Poudel
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by Francesco Thérèse

by Basile Doganis

by Wong King Fai
by Joao Villas
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Comunity/Culture/Heritage supported by
Fondazione Cariverona: Ambrosini Eleonora, Barzon
Lara, Blanchietti Marta, De Toni Irene, Foroni Ilaria,
Fortunato Alessia, Gelmi Giulia, Guidolin Chiara,
Lazzari Anna, Santi Crispo, Zaltron Federico
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Mono no aware 物の哀れ

Ossi

Audition for a new family

A perfect mix of textures,made of images, sounds
and colors orchestrated with care and beauty.

As a frame, Ossi allowed us to enter the narration
of the Venetian territory through an evocative
synergy of images, sounds and words.
The jury found particularly relevant the director’s
ability to create a narrative form, at the same time
poetic and melancholic, which conveys the sense
of time in rural life. However, we soon realize that
a disenchanted eye is guiding us in this visual
story, that is not limited to the documentation of
natural beauty. Through the introduction of tales,
both verbal and visual, source of a subtle anxiety,
the director creates a balanced counterpoint that
cracks the visual integrity of this beauty, enhancing
its poetic character. The intelligent use of the video
has made it possible to create a layered work close
to the viewer. From a technical point of view, in fact,
the structure of the film is functional to the narration,
which opens on multiple levels of reading.
The jury acknowledged the mastery of this visual
language, which allows Parisotto to tell the genius
loci in an original way. Evoking in a delicate but
powerful way the profound sense of belonging to a
territory and its culture, the work forces the viewer to
deal with that bittersweet sensation that each of us
can feel at the thought of our own land and home.

We greatly appreciated the research based
on memory and on the circularity relationship
between past and present. The reinterpretation
and reactivation of the past in a contemporary key
through thelinear overlap of the two films proposes a
reflection on the concept of identity.
The work is configured as the origin of a research
on the meaning of the memory of places and on the
idea of family that we encourage to further explore in
parallel with the experimentation of the possibilities
offered by the device, keeping the analytical gaze
and generative approach.

by Marco Molinelli with Maurizio Anzeri
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by Mattia Parisotto

by Carolina Cappelli
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